
by Noah Lloyd and Matt Ryan 

1979, and the new decade is just around the corner. A two-day technology 

show called This is the Future, which both broadcasts to homes around the 

world and serves as an annual convention for appliance salespeople, is being 

held this July in balmy Fort Worth, Texas. Hundreds of companies will be 

showing off their wares, from Camaro’s new Z28 to the latest in microwave 

technology. 

Keeper Background: This is the Future, brought to you by the Monroe 

Corporation, merely poses as a technology show, and is something of an 

accidental success for the corporation that originally began the sales show to 

cover up the incredible amount of illegal technology and stolen agricultural 

products they ship through Texas annually. These products include 

everything from super-strains of South American maize to “gas-killer” 

automotive attachments, which the oil industry is keen to keep off the 

market. The Monroe Corporation has their fingers in many illicit arenas and 

has only recently begun investing heavily in biological weapons research. The 

investigators will have the opportunity to meet both Kent McFarland, head 

accountant of the Monroe Corporation, and Carl Vanderwhite, chief of 

security. McFarland is a simpering little reptile, and Vanderwhite an ex-

marine who boasts of his many “kills” in Vietnam (in actuality, he spent most 

of his time on latrine duty, and shitting himself during combat—feel free to 

replicate this imagery when things go haywire). In April of this year, 

McFarland returned from Antarctica utterly insane, bringing with him a 

massive, three-ton, frozen biological specimen, that he believes will be the 

key to the company’s latest exploits… 

Somehow, the Monroe Corporation has swung Dean Martin as their host 

for the second day’s “Grand Show,” which will show off the best of the 

convention, complete with fireworks. The convention is held at the Monroe 

Corporation’s building in downtown Fort Worth, where they have their own 

convention floor, backstage areas, and underground storage warehouse. The 

investigators are four vendors travelling from Chicago. They all work in 

different departments of the same corporation (name this at your leisure) 

whose major competitor is the Monroe Corporation. They’ve travelled 

together to various events over the years, including previous iterations of 

This is the Future. They could be called, loosely, friends. The investigators 

should know, via their backgrounds, that it is an unspoken duty of theirs to 

spy on the Monroe Corporation.  

Day 1—The Convention: Clogged aisles, bad suits, and the smell of 

sweat characterize the trade floor, where booth vendors try to garner the 

attention of the many salespeople attending from across the United States. 

Each of the investigators has their own area of expertise: appliances, home 

and garden, consumer vehicles, and health. Feel free to invent (or look up) 

period-appropriate, but ridiculous, inventions, that vendors try to hawk on 

the investigators. Everyone notices the arrival of Artemis von 

Schlectenberg, who arrives outside the conference center in a Rolls Royce, 

and enters flanked by bodyguards. Know rolls recognize him as an Austrian 

multi-millionaire known for collecting rare taxidermic specimens. Whatever 

the Monroe Corporation has tempted him with, it isn’t on this sales floor—

rather, it is the shoggoth arriving later that night. Von Schlectenberg, who 

also has an interest in the Occult (Occult 85%), hopes to invest in the 

Monroe Corporation’s bio-weapon enterprises, but insists on a private 

viewing first. 

Around midday, commotion draws the attention of the crowd. Someone 

has attempted to enter the restricted section of the convention hall and been 

decked by a scrawny white man with inch-thick glasses (this is Kent 

McFarland, whose Strength is magnified by his madness). If it’s one of the 

investigators who attempts to enter this backstage area, perhaps because they 

glimpsed armed security coming and going, all the better. The investigators 

now have the opportunity to interact with 

both Carl Vanderwhite and Kent McFarland, 

who pose as “convention organizers,” but 

Spot Hidden notes Vanderwhite’s pistol 

concealed under his shirt, and Kent 

McFarland’s nervous gaze—he can’t seem to 

keep his attention on any one thing in a given 

moment. Psychology implies that Kent 

might not be all there.  

Night 1—The Shipment: A flatbed 18-

wheeler arrives carrying a large, refrigerated 

chamber the size of a mobile home. 

Investigators can make Luck rolls to be 

looking out the window of their hotel rooms as 

the shipment arrives, and Spot Hidden to 

notice both Vanderwhite and McFarland 

attending. Vanderwhite oversees the 

shipment’s arrival, and its installation in the 

warehouse area beneath the convention floor. 

McFarland acts manically, shouting at his 

workers (Listen rolls can notice this, if they 

failed their Luck and Spot Hidden earlier) 

and gesticulating wildly if anything seems 

remotely off. When the investigators explore 

these strange goings-on, they discover five 

armed guards sporting M16s and M1911 .45s. 

Managing to sneak by these guards, breaking 

into the refrigerated chamber proves more 

detailed: Locksmith will open the padlock 

that keeps the small (human-sized) door shut, 

or two combined Hard Strength rolls. Inside, 

the investigators discover a huge block of ice. 

Spot Hidden reveals an informational 

printout on one wall, detailing that the ice is 

ancient, perhaps millions of years old. Deep 

inside it lurks a large, dark expanse, which 

hurts to look at for more than a minute or 

two. Know rolls suggest this might be a 

mammoth, while Cthulhu Mythos argues it 

to be something of incomprehensible evil. It 

almost seems to pulse within the ice. 

Guessing that this biological agent might be 

alive calls for Sanity rolls (1/1D4). 

Day 2—This is the Future: Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, Kent McFarland has tampered 

with the refrigeration controls in the cold chamber, and the frozen shoggoth 

melts throughout the day. Von Schlectenberg’s private showing is that 

morning. If the investigators return to the chamber, a puddle of water has 

leaked through the door, but none of the guards pay it any mind. Seeing a 

shoggoth alive and mobile calls for Sanity (1D6/1D20). 

If the investigators fail, then, during the convention’s grand show, just as 

Dean Martin pronounces, “Ladies and Gentlemen, THIS is the FUTURE!” 

in crashes the shoggoth, devouring Martin and spilling into the crowd, 

hungry and aimless after one-hundred-million years of slumber. 

Kent McFarland 

Carl Vanderwhite 

Artemis von Schlectenberg

Dean Martin 
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